Data Sheet

Universal Media Service
When your business is on the line, Instant Connect is here for your most critical
communications needs.
Welcome to the world’s first – and only – secure communications platform that
seamlessly links mobile, enterprise telephony, and radio in a single deviceindependent environment.
By integrating Push-To-Talk (PTT) with IP-based communications in a single
integrated environment, Instant Connect tears down the barriers typically
associated with mobile communications. From field workers to first responders
to dispatch teams, Instant Connect lets everyone communicate instantly and
securely, regardless of the devices being used.
Integrate your radio, IP, and enterprise telephony communications, extending
and protecting your existing infrastructure investments.
Instant Connect seamlessly turns your IP devices – smart phones, tablets,
laptops, desktops, IP phones – into PTT devices, bridging any barriers between
Radio and IP. This enables your mobile workforce to leverage video, location
mapping, text messaging, document sharing, and alerts in additional to PTT.
For dispatchers, Instant Connect offers a single point of command through a
flexible environment, connecting your team with the information they need to
work through even the toughest situations.
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Features and benefits
Table 1.

UMS Features and Descriptions

Feature

Description

High Capacity Push-to-Talk

The UMS provides up to 1,300 mobile users per talk group with user priority and
pre-emption capability. Higher priority users preempt users of lower priority on
the same channel.

Direct Network
Connection

Allows audio integration through Session Initiated Protocol (SIP) directly with
talk groups to external systems. Instant Connect can easily integrate with Unified
Communications systems or to 3rd party console products.

High availability

Provides audio high availability through the use of a cluster redundant high
availability server. When a UMS server is lost, it only loses capacity (N+1)
redundancy.

Audio mixing

Mixes audio from multicast and SIP streams and broadcasts the mixed audio to
other multicast and SIP streams.

Talker ID

Supports Talker ID between multicast and SIP endpoints, including Project 25 (P25)
and other signaling supported through serially controlled donor radios.

Dispatch from IP SIP
endpoints

Provides radio control from SIP endpoints, eliminating the need for expensive
proprietary handsets.

Improved multicast voice
quality

Contains an improved voice quality algorithm that enables better multicast mixing.

Supports Apple iPhones,
Android, and Cisco IP
phones as dispatching
endpoints*

Enables remote users to join push-to-talk audio as part of a virtual talkgroup. This
enables users from proprietary radio networks or systems to connect to Wi-Fi or
public carrier networks using smartphones with the Instant Connect mobile client.

Virtualized proxy mixing

Mixes proxy users so that audio processing can occur either on a network
appliance or in a virtualized environment, enabling the existing network
infrastructure to be reused.

Audio transcoding

Provides G.711 and G.729 audio transcoding between local dispatchers, remote
dispatchers, smartphone users, and IP phones. Transcoding is assigned in a roundrobin fashion to make sure of distributed resources.

Scan Virtual Talk Group

Up to 5 channels can be put into a scan VTG. The UMS will combine the streams
and send a single stream to the mobile client.

Broadcast Virtual Talk
Group

MA broadcast virtual talk group can be hosted on the UMS. When an authorized
user makes a transmission on the broadcast group their audio will preempt all audio
on those channels in the broadcast group. This is used for one-way communication
to all users on the system.

Floor Control Modes

Specifies different Floor Control Mode to handle simultaneous PTT. The mode can
be set to ‘Strict-single user with priority’ or ‘Moderate- multi-user with priority’.

*Check the Instant Connect compatibility matrix for a list of compatible smartphones:
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Architecture

As a Linux-based solution, UMS can run on a wide range of platforms including the Cisco UCS® B-Series,
C-Series, and E-Series servers.
UMS includes the following functional building blocks (Figure 1):
•

Instant Connect Server interface

•

Virtual talkgroup support, Scan talkgroup support, Broadcast talkgroup support

•

G.711 to G.729 to iLBC transcoding

•

Proxy mixing

•

SIP support

•

Private Call Support

•

User priority and preemption

•

Mapping locations and history

•

Reports Server functions

Figure 1.

Universal Media Service Functional Diagram

UMS

UMS extends functionality in current Instant Connect deployments. UMS provides advanced signaling, which
informs users of who’s talking (talker ID), and the dispatcher’s talker ID, which will be sent to all subscribers.
(See Table 2.)
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Table 2.

Features

Feature

Feature/Capacity

Talker ID SIP, VTG, Scan VTG, Broadcast VTG

Yes.

Talker ID P25

Yes

Direct Fixed Connection SIP/BSI

Yes

Simultaneous sessions

100

High availability

Yes- cluster redundancy (N+1)

IP compliance (IANA)

IPv6*.

* Check Compatibility matrix for supported software and devices.

Ordering information
Table 3.

Ordering Information

Part Number

Description

CICX-UMS

UMS Appliance: Order as an option for the Virtualized Instant Connect Software
(L-CICX-VM) for e-delivery

Summary
UMS is an integral part of the Instant Connect system and is the key enabler for mobile communications with
smart devices. Instant Connect provides secure, reliable, and scalable communications to organizations using
the IP network as the core infrastructure.

Service and Support

Using the Cisco Lifecycle Services approach, Cisco and its partners provide a broad portfolio of end-to-end
services and support that can help increase your network’s business value and return on investment. This
approach defines the minimum set of activities needed, by technology and by network complexity, to help you
successfully deploy and operate Cisco technologies and optimize their performance throughout the lifecycle
of your network.

Cisco Capital

Financing to Help You Achieve Your Objectives
Cisco Capital® can help you acquire the technology you need to achieve your objectives and stay competitive.
We can help you reduce CapEx. Accelerate your growth. Optimize your investment dollars and ROI. Cisco
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Capital financing gives you flexibility in acquiring hardware, software, services, and complementary third-party
equipment.
And there’s just one predictable payment. Cisco Capital is available in more than 100 countries. Learn more.

For more information

For more information about the Instant Connect solution and UMS, visit
https://www.instantconnectnow.com or contact your local account representative.
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